
OFFICIAL

Gravel Cycling Routes 

MANSFIELD - BLACK SWAMP ROAD LOOP | 26.2KM | 194M | EASY

 Featuring a mix of hard-packed road and rail trail, this loop is perfect for riders 
transitioning from rail trail riding to more advanced routes. Soak in the rolling hills, 
farmland, and expansive views of The Paps and the Great Dividing Range, all while 
staying close to the rail trail and rest stops.

 MANSFIELD - STONEYS ROAD LOOP | 23.4KM | 300M | INTERMEDIATE

This loop is ideal for intermediate cyclists venturing into gravel, blending compacted 
country roads and paved stretches for a pleasant challenge. Pedal past undulating 
hills, lush farmland, and distant mountain views. 

https://ridewithgps.com/trips/134956321
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/45333284?privacy_code=XIcy54PuJIGClLoQaGKKJOJ4ZtnDzrMi
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MANSFIELD - LONG LANE LOOP | 46.3KM | 458M | INTERMEDIATE

 The Long Lane Loop is ideal for intermediate cyclists, featuring the climb of 
Coombesburg with stunning views of Mt Samaria. The route's centrepiece, Long 
Lane, never ceases to surprise – a lengthy, mostly tree-lined country lane through 
picturesque farmlands. 
 
MANSFIELD - GOUGHS BAY | 21.5KM | 224M | INTERMEDIATE

 This point-to-point ride is ideal for intermediate cyclists with well-maintained country 
roads and dedicated bike paths to start and finish the journey. Linking the mountains 
and Lake Eildon via gently undulating terrain, soak in scenic views before taking a 
pre-organised lift back – or retracing your tracks for twice the fun. 

https://ridewithgps.com/trips/135029315
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/44897624
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MANSFIELD - MERRIJIG LOOP | 52.3KM | 767M | ADVANCED

This tranquil, advanced loop can be ridden in either direction from Mansfield or 
Merrijig. Push your limits on the steeper gradients and enjoy the roll along undulating, 
hard-packed country roads and lightly used farm tracks. 

MANSFIELD - MT SAMARIA LOOP | 45.8KM | 540M | ADVANCED

 
The advanced Mt Samaria Loop features a challenging mix of gravel surfaces (some 
shared with 4WDs), requiring proficient bike handling. From Mansfield, the route 
ascends into the foothills of Mt Samaria National Park, offering panoramic views. 
 

https://ridewithgps.com/trips/129163709
https://ridewithgps.com/trips/135122683
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MERRIJIG – TWO RIVERS LOOP | 62.9KM | 1556M | EXPERT

 This is the most challenging route in the Mansfield area, connecting the Delatite and 
Howqua River valleys via a long, technical climb over loose surfaces. Expert riders 
will be rewarded with dramatic vegetation changes, three river crossings and 
breathtaking views of Timbertop and the Great Dividing Range. 

https://ridewithgps.com/trips/138527160

